
 

 

Standard  Cash Cassette SCC 

 
 

ANKER Standard Cash cassette SCC 
Ideal for use with different European currencies  

 

The spacious Standard Cash Cassette can be used with a large number of 

POS systems and can accommodate any type of notes and coins. It is 

equipped with eight removable coin compartments and four compartments for 

note and receipts. Removing two coin compartments increases the number of 

available note compartments to five. 

 

The Standard Cash Cassette is made of high-quality plastic.  

Both the superior material and robust design guarantee  

a long service life.

Lockable cash cassette offers high security 

The Standard Cash Cassette is electronically 

opened by the POS system. The cassette is equipped 

with a high-quality lock that can also be opened 

manually using a key. The lock ships with 50 different 

lock combinations. The opening status of the 

Standard Cash Cassette is determined and 

transferred to the POS system via a switch built into 

the base.

 

 

 

 

Robust. Flexible. Secure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Key benefits of the Standard Cash Cassette: 
 

 The Standard Cash Cassette can be snap 

locked quickly and securely to the base late 

 Easy removal by pressing the release button 

 Long service life thanks to solid design and 

robust, durable plastic 

 High-quality lock 
 

 Variable coin and note compartments offer 

flexibility for the euro and other European 

currencies 

 

 

Robust plastic cassette 

The Standard Cash Cassette is made of robust 

and durable plastic. It is built for maximum 

longevity. In addition, the plastic used is 

environmentally friendly and easy to recycle. 

Firmly mounted base 

The Standard Cash Cassette is made of robust 

and durable plastic. It is built for maximum 

longevity. In addition, the plastic used is 

environmentally friendly and easy to recycle. 

Flexible interior – Coin, note and receipt 

compartments There are eight removable coin 

compartments and four compartments for 

notes. Removing two coin compartments 

increases the number of available note 

compartments to five. By inserting a money 

separator, two different types of notes or 

receipts can be stored in a single compartment 

while keeping the two types separate. 



 

 

Standard  Cash Cassette SCC 

 
Firmly mounted base plate 

The Standard Cash Cassette system comprises a base and 

the Standard Cash Cassette. The base is firmly mounted to 

the POS counter. The Standard Cash Cassette is placed on 

the base and locked into place. The base contains an 

electronic release unit, making it extremely simple to remove 

the cash cassette from the base. The cashier simply opens 

the cash cassette and presses the release button. This will 

unlock the cassette, which can then be removed with ease. 
 

Compatible with all common POS systems 

The Standard Cash Cassette can be used with all major POS 

systems. When the system is changed, all that needs to be 

replaced is the base. 

 

 

Optional accessories 

 External note holder 

 Hand rest for the lid 

 Additional note separator 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Specifications 

 
For detailed information about our solutions, please contact us at: 

info@aks-anker.de 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Component Description 

  Measurements 459 mm x 100 mm x 155 mm (WxHxD) 

  Weight 
Geldkassette 1,7 kg 

Basis 1,4 kg 

  Colours 
      Light Grey: RAL 9002 
 

Anthrazit: RAL 7021 

 
Dark Grey: RAL 7021 

  Electrical versions 12V, 24V, 36V, Customer variants 

  Connection socket in the base 5 pin DIN socket 

ANKER Hardware 
 

User-friendly, versatile, flexible to use. 

 

Cash cassettes, cash drawers and Flexi-Stands from 

ANKER have proven themselves over and over 

again and offer an unparalleled functionality at point 

of service 

Anker Kassensysteme GmbH 

Werkering 6 
33609 Bielefeld 

Tel.:  +49 (0) 521 301 - 0 
Fax:  +49 (0) 521 301 – 335 

E-Mail: order.entry@aks-anker.de 

www.aks-anker.de 
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